Aloha,

History has documented that Hawaii was illegally occupied and our existing monarchy overthrown, what follows is the slow decimation of our people, our culture, our language and our blood! Yet through all this lost, we the people of Hawaii with now Hawaiian bloodlines thinned by interracial breeding, still carry the mana (strength) to continue with aloha on a path that seems to never end! We as a people and as a culture slowly dwindle away, our lands raped for corporate greed, being sold to the highest bidders while Hawaiians who sleep in the streets are prosecuted for sleeping on the same lands stolen from under our feet! Hawaii is worth preserving! Hawaiians are worth preserving! You cannot place a price on aloha!! To take away our sacred Mauna, to decimate carelessly yet another important piece of our culture that we strive and fight so long and hard to keep for ourselves, our children and the world is not only an act against our endangered culture but can easily be view as an act of war! But you see, Hawaiians are a passive race, we never look to violence first! "Hooponopono" tutu always say, make right! If you have the power to do so, don't let Hawaii die! For with it goes the aloha and when that is gone there shall be nothing special about this place! No TMT, just STOP! Mahalo for your time!

Mahalo,
Brandon Rapoza